
Surviving the  
Tectonic Retail Shift: 
5 Strategies to Drive Foot Traffic
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This isn’t news to you: the retail landscape is shifting, so much so that it’s not far-fetched to describe 

it as a shift of tectonic proportions.  Several long-standing, major retailers shocked the public as they 

announced store closings, including Sears, Kmart, J.C. Penney, Macy’s, American Eagle Outfitters, 

Abercrombie & Fitch, Ralph Lauren, Wet Seal, The Limited, and more.

And many of these names just a few years ago were the retailers of the aughts, making headlines 

again and again regarding their popularity with Millennials and other hip and happening consumers 

with money to burn.

But the Millennials have aged and their tastes have changed, leaving their once-beloved go-to brands 

behind. But far more importantly, technology has made it easy for consumers of all ages to purchase 

pretty much whatever they want, whenever they want, however they want, at the (frugal) price point 

they want with just a finger press on a smartphone’s button.

However, retail isn’t dead, it is evolving. In order to survive this time of transition, brick-and-mortar 

retailers must adapt.
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Getting shoppers into your store allows you more opportunities to engage with them on a personal 

level, which will lead to more sales and revenue. Shoppers today want an extremely personal as well as 

“connected” shopping experience. Some personalized shopping experiences you could try include:

• Offer services such as tailoring, personal shoppers, complimentary services (free shipping for 

orders made in the store, for example), free wi-fi, and so on.

• Hold classes or workshops to teach skills relevant to your products.

• Provide free beverages and snacks, interactive stations, product experts on site who can 

demonstrate how your wares work. (For reference, think of cosmetic stores with makeup stylists to 

show customers how to apply the products.) 

1. On-Site Services and Events

Adapt and Thrive

Yet as much as the traditional retail landscape is changing, it doesn’t mean its vista will become one 

of vacant lots filled with weeds. Brick and mortar retail doesn’t need to die: you just have to sell your 

goods in a different way.

We’ve come up with five strategies that will help you get foot traffic inside your store and then convert 

those visitors into buyers – in your store, at your registers.



You’re no doubt already using social media to some degree. As your customers move more and more 

to shopping online, it’s time to step up your “meet them where they hang out online” game. Some 

social media strategies you may want to consider:

• Integrate video marketing into your channels. Cosmetic retailer Sephora has used video in a 

huge way, reportedly reaping an 80 percent rise in consideration as well as a 54 

percent lift in ad recall due to the ads that pop up in the video. 

The ads in the video have links that take a viewer directly to 

the featured product’s page. 

3. Social Media

With 77 percent of Americans using smartphones and 50 percent owning a tablet, you now have 

an exceptional opportunity to target your customers via geo location, which allows you to send 

customers coupons, offers and promotions immediately, even – and especially – while in your store. 

Imagine the possibilities: Swirl found that 73 percent of shoppers surveyed said that receiving such a 

message on their smartphone while in a store would increase the chance of their purchasing while at 

the retailer. Sixty-one percent said the message would encourage them to visit the store more frequently.

So as your visitors walk through your store, a geo location beacon will track them and push 

promotions. Amazon developed a geo location triangulation technology that knows where customers 

are inside a store and then pushes special promotions instantly to their phone.

2. Geo Location

• Most people access their social media channels via a 

smartphone or tablet, so make sure that the content you 

create on your website is mobile optimized.

• Add in-store social “experiences” such as video tutorials at 

points of purchase, photo booths, influencer recommended 

signage and product placement, user-generated content 

(UGC) in stores, and more.

• Offer contests and scavenger hunts as well as promotions 

that are available only via your social channels.

• Feature customers and VIPs in your social broadcasts.
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Buy online, pick-up in store offers convenience to both shoppers and retailers: it allows customers 

to buy online but skip shipping charges by picking their purchase up in the store, helping them 

avoid crowds and lines. Retailers win because customers who come into the store to pick up their 

purchase are more likely to hang around and browse for a bit before or after.

In fact, J.C. Penney reported that 40 percent of these “click and collect” shoppers bought additional 

items in-store when they came in to pick up their online orders.

4. BOPIS

Northeast and Mid-Atlantic department store chain Boscov’s has an incredible following among 

its customers (“Did you Boscov today?”), and is well known for its incredible sales and deals, 

particularly its doorbusters, when even popular brands and styles are placed on deep discount. 

Boscov’s has been in business for more than 100 years and has offered these deals for decades, 

long before smartphones entered the retail arena. And they still bring in the customers: the chain is 

one of the few in the nation actually opening stores, instead of closing them.)

You can do the same and reap similar rewards by offering in-store promotions and coupons, 

doorbusters and flash sales. Do so often enough and customers will start stopping by when “in the 

neighborhood” just to see what great deals they can snag that day. 

And don’t forget modern perks such as free wi-fi, self-check outs, kiosks and other point-of-sale 

technology that customers increasingly demand.

5. In-Store Promotions and Perks
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Monitoring These Strategies’ Effectiveness

Imagine implementing all of the above strategies but having no idea if they actually work. This is 

where people counting technology comes in, allowing you to ascertain traffic flow, recognize trends 

over a period of time, optimize labor, manage your operations efficiently, uncover conversion ratios, 

and more.

• Place people counters at exits and entrances to see if your traffic-generation strategies are working. 

• Use them to measure promotion success at points within your store, such as your click-and-

collect area, special displays, interactive stations, and so on.

• Note: Geo locating isn’t as effective without people counters because not all customers have 

their smartphones’ location enabled. What’s more, geo location coupled with a people counter 

generates better insights because not everyone:

1. Has a smartphone

2. Has wi-fi or Bluetooth turned on and 

3. Will have the app downloaded or have subscribed to receive promotions via email or text.

• Consider using thermal imaging or video-based people counters for greater accuracy and insights.

• Use the detailed analytics that people counting technology generates to determine where to 

focus your energy and make smarter business decisions.

Each retailer has different needs when it comes to generating more foot traffic: what works for your 

neighbor in the mall may not work for you. That’s why Traf-Sys’ traffic monitoring technology will help 

you see which strategies work best for your particular circumstances. Learn more by reading our 

blog or by contacting us with any questions you may have.
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Traf-Sys is Proud to Work With These Leading Retailers



Contact Traf-Sys:
Pittsburgh Office: 190 Industry Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 15275

Phone: (888) 815-6568 or Outside of USA: (412) 428-0098

Website: www.trafsys.com

From our headquarters and data center in Pittsburgh, PA, Traf-Sys Inc. provides people counting 

systems, software and support to more than 7,000 locations. We offer a broad range of traffic counting 

solutions that deliver unparalleled accuracy and reliability. Our people counting solutions solve a variety 

of traffic monitoring challenges for all types of organizations, including some of the largest shopping 

centers, retail store chains, universities, libraries and casinos in the United States.

Whether you are trying to measure traffic to support project funding, optimize labor, determine 

advertising effectiveness, or increase conversion ratios, Traf-Sys provides the tools to leverage key 

metrics to improve the performance of your business. Our people counting solutions provide actionable 

information that helps organizations increase profitability and optimize operational efficiency by 

analyzing visitor traffic to make informed business decisions.

About Traf-Sys


